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FINAL DIALGEBRAS:
FROM CATEGORIES TO ALLEGORIES

ROLAND BACKHOUSE1 AND PAUL HOOGENDIJK2

Abstract , The study of inductive and coinductive types (like finite
lists and streams, respectively) is usually conducted within the frame-
work of category theory, which to all intents and purposes is a theory
of sets and functions between sets. Allegory theory, an extension of
category theory due to Freyd, is better suited to modelling relations
between sets as opposed to functions between sets. The question thus
arises of how to extend the standard categorical results on the existence
of final objects in catégories (for example, coalgebras and products) to
their existence in allégories. The motivation is to streamline current
work on generic programming, in which the use of a relational theory
rather than a functional theory has proved to be désirable. In this pa-
per, we define the notion of a relational final dialgebra ̂ and prove, for
an important class of dialgebras, that a relational final dialgebra exists
in an allegory if and only if a final dialgebra exists in the underlying
category of maps. Instances subsumed by the class we consider include
coalgebras and products. An important lemma expresses bisimulations
in allegorical terms and proves this equivalent to Aczel and Mendler's
categorical définition.

AMS Subject Classification. 68N05.

1. GENERIC PROGRAMMING

"Generic" or "polytypic" programs are programs that are parameterised by
type constructors (functions from types to types, like list) rather than types (like
integer or list of integer). Currently there is much effort going into developing
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both practical applications of generic programming and the underlying theory
[5,7,10,14-18,22]. A major drawback of the current state of the art, however, is
that generic programs are typically defined by induction on the structure of the
type constructors. This leads to long involved case analyses (for the cases disjoint
sum, cartesian product, inductive types etc.). An example can be found in our own
work on commuting datatypes [10,11] in which we give a short semantic account
of what it is for two datatypes to commute and then a long case analysis showing
that all datatypes in a certain class do indeed commute according to the définition.

The potential benefits of generic programming could be substantially greater
if we could lift the level of abstraction one level higher and view all the so-called
"regular datatypes" as instances of just one construction. A framework for doing
so is evident in Lambek's work on "subequalizers" [20] which later got the name
"dialgebra" [9], the name we shall use in this paper. Here we begin an initial
exploration of dialgebras as the basic building block of generic programs.

We are concerned with the development of a relational as opposed to
funcüonal theory of generic programming. The reason for this is straightforward:
we are interested in spécifications as well as implementations. In programming
language theory functions on sets play a central role, particularly in so-called "set-
theoretic" semantics. There is, for example, a number of well-known, standard
set-theoretic results about the existence of initial algebras, and Aczel's work on
the anti-foundation axiom [2,3] is basically about giving a set-theoretic seman-
tics to final coalgebras. The main theorem of this note is about the existence of
relationaî extensions to "set theoretic" (i.e. functional) fixpoints.

More formally, the focus of the paper is the existence of final dialgebras in an
allegory given their existence in the underlying category of maps. We assume
familiarity wïth elementary category theory. For those unfamiliar with allegory
theory, we summarise those éléments of the theory that we need for the current
discussion. In the words of Preyd and Scedrov [8], allégories are to binary relations
between sets as catégories are to functions between sets. Thus the focus of the
paper is the existence of relational extensions to functional final dialgebras under
the assumption that the functional final dialgebras exist.

We confine our discussion to a particular class of dialgebras, the relevance of
which is demonstrated by showing that it includes the class of algebras and coal-
gebras (thus inductive and coinductive types), as well as sum, product and the
unit type (thus non-(co)inductive types). Note that we assume that the reader
is familiar with the notions of (initial) algebra and (final) coalgebra. An excel-
lent tutorial introduction to these notions is contained in [13]. We also assume
familiarity with fixed point calculus.

Our work draws on two important insights. The first is the class of dialgebras to
which we confine the discussion. This insight is inspired by Lambek's discussion of
subequalizers [20]. The second is the hylomorphism theorem (see e.g. [6] Th. 6.2)
which is fondamental to the construction of programs using so-called "virtual"
data structures [7,24].

All the results presented in the paper are easily dualised to initiality rather than
finality properties. We have chosen to focus on finality properties for two reasons.
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First, some of the concepts we introducé are bet ter known in the context of final
algebras - in particular the notion of a bisimulation. (Against this is the fact that
we are not aware of références to or applications of the hylomorphism theorem
in the context of final coalgebras.) Second, some of the results we obtain are
potentially harder to prove in the context of final algebras since dualising results
in a relational setting is not always straightforward, unlike in a functional setting,
because of the different nature of intersection and union. In the case of the results
presented hère the process is straightforward.

2. FORMAL BASIS

In this section we introducé some basic définitions together with some notation.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with elementary category theory and with
fixed point calculus. The notation "vf is used to dénote the greatest postfix point
of monotonie function f. The notation f : A <— B is used for an arrow f with
target object A and source object B in some anonymous category. If we want to
be spécifie about the category, C say, we write f : A <— B. The application of
a functor is denoted by (pre)juxtaposition. Thus, if F is a functor to category C
from category V and f : A <— B, then Ff : FA <— FB.

An allegory is a category with additional structure, the additional structure
capturing the most essential characteristics of relations. Being a category means,
of course, that for every object A there is an identity arrow idA, and that every
pair of arrows R : A <— B and S : B <— C, with matching source and target, can be
composed: R-S : A<—C. Composition is associative and has \d as a unit. The
additional axioms include: first, arrows R and S of the same type are ordered by
the partial order Ç. Second, their intersection (meet) RnS exists, where RfïS is
defined by the universal property: for ail X

X ç RnS = X C R A X Ç S .

Third, composition is monotonie with respect to the ordering. And fourth, for
each arrow R : A ^ B its converse R° : B ^ A exists. The converse is required to
be its own Galois adjoint: for all Rand S,

R Ç S° == R° Ç S

and to commute contravariantly with composition:

It is easily shown from these two laws that converse preserves identities. (When
we state laws, such as these, we assume that ail variables are appropriât ely typ éd.)

The word "relation" in this paper means formally an arrow of an allegory.
Occasionally we interpret the laws for binary relations (that is, sets of pairs) in
which case the adjective "binary" indicates the particular interprétation.
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A relation R : A <— B is said to be simple if R • R° Ç idA and total if R° - R I> JCJB -
A relation that is both simple and total is said to be a map. (A binary relation
R : A<—B is a map if it is a total function with range A and domain B.) It is
easily checked that maps are closed under composition and that identity arrows
are maps. Thus the maps of an allegory form a category, which we refer to below
as the underlying map category of the allegory. Henceforth we dénote maps by
lower case letters f, g etc. An easily derived rule that we often use is the shunting
rule: for ail maps f, and ail relations R and S,

f - R Ç S EE R Ç f ° . S .

Maps of the same type also have the property that they are equal iff they are
comparable. That is, f C g = f = g.

An allegory is said to be tabulated if, for each relation R : A <— B, there is a pair
of maps f : A f— C and g : B f - C such that,

R = f . g ° A f ° . f n g ° - g = i d c .

(Binary relations are tabulated: take the set C to be R and f and g to be the
functions that project a pair onto its left and right components, respectively.)

In an allegory, an object 1 is said to be a unit if idi is the largest relation of its
type and for every object A there exists a total relation !A • 1 <— A. Together with
the first requirement, it follows that !A is a map. (Simplicity - the requirement
that !A * ! A £= 'di ~ follows from !A • ÎA : 1 <— 1-) If an allegory has a unit then, for
ail R : A<— B, R Ç !^ - !B. So, for ail objects, !^ • !B is the greatest relation of type
A<— B. An allegory with a unit is said to be unitary.

(In a category, an object 1 is a unit object if for each object A there is a unique
arrow 'A : 1<—A. An instance of the gênerai theorems we are about to prove is
that an object 1 is a unit in the allegorical sensé if and only if it is a unit in the
underlying map category. So the notion of a unit in an allegory is the natural
extension of the notion of a unit in a category.)

A partial identity is.a relation X, of type A <— A for some A, such that X Ç idA.
In the allegory of binary relations, partial identities represent sets. This is because
a pair (x}y) is an element of the partial identity X iff x —y; so partial identity
X : A f— A represents the subset of A consisting of those x such that (x, x) is an
element of X.

Associated with every relation R : A <— B in a unitary allegory there are two
partial identities, the right domain R> of R, with R> : Bf-B and the left domain
R< of R, with R< : A ^ A. The right domain operator is defined by the following
universal property [1]. For ail X Ç JCJB,

R Ç ÎA- !B-X = R>ÇX. (1)
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The left domain operator is defined dually. For binary relations, the right domain
represents the set of y such that there is at least one x for which (x/y) G R. Proofs
of properties of the domain operators that we exploit can be found in [1,10].

Finally, a relator [4] is a monotonie functor that commutes with converse. The
identity relator will be denoted by Id. (Bird and De Moor [6] prove that a functor
whose domain is a tabulated allegory is monotonie if and only if it commutes
with converse. So, in the context of a tabulated allegory, a relator is a monotonie
functor. Nevertheless, the property of commuting with converse is so important
and, typically, so easily established without recourse to tabularity properties that
we prefer to stick with our original définition.)

3. FINAL DIALGEBRAS IN A CATEGORY

(Initial) algebras and (final) coalgebras are well-known concepts. The notion
of a dialgebra is a slight généralisation of both notions. In this section we give
the formai définition of a final dialgebra in a category and then show that final
coalgebras, the unit type and product are ail instances of the concept. The section
following this one defines the concept in an allegory. We begin with the définition.

3.1. (CATEGORICAL) FINAL DIALGEBRAS

Suppose F and G are functors of type B<^C for some (possibly different) cat-
égories B and C. Arrow f in B is an (F,G)-dialgebra if f : FA f-GA for some
fixed1 object A. Object A we call the carrier of dialgebra f. Now, a is an (F, G)-
(di)homomorphism of type f <— g, for (F, G)-dialgebras f and g, ifï

f • Gct = F(x- g.

Note that a has type A <— B where A and B are the carriers of dialgebras f and g,
respectively.

Defining composition of homomorphisms as the composition in the base cate-
gory C and the identity homomorphism on dialgebra f with carrier A as idA, it is
trivial to verify that this defines a category which we dénote by (F)G)DiAlg.

An F-algebra is clearly an (Id,F)-dialgebra, and an F-coalgebra is an (F,Id)-
dialgebra, where Id dénotes the identity functor (on some anonymous category).
As is well-known, (co)inductive types can be identified with initial algebras and
final coalgebras. The reason we want to généralise to dialgebras is that the non-
inductive types are also instances of initial/final dialgebras.

The définition of a final dialgebra we use is standard - a final object in the
category of dialgebras - but we give it nonetheless in order to introducé some
notation.

1 Formally, one has to define a dialgebra as the pair (f, A) since F and G need not to be
injective.
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Définition 2. The arrow out : FT<—GT is a final (F,G)-dialgebra if for each
f : FA<—GA there exists an arrow ff] : T<— A such that for all H : T<—A,

(F, G) DiAlg

H = Kf] = h : out i f.

So, [f] is the unique homomorphism to dialgebra out from dialgebra f. We call
[fJ the dianamorphism of f.

Note that [f] is dependent on F and G. In cases where more than one elass of
dialgebras is involved we shall write £{F,G) ; f] in order to résolve any ambiguity.

3.2. LIMITS AND COALGEBRAS

In this section we want to show that the universal properties of limits (in partic-
ular, unit and product) and coalgebras can all be expressed as a finality property
in DiAlg. Expanding the définition of an arrow in DiAlg, Définition 2 becomes

h - [ f ] = out - GTi = FH • f. (3)

Our goal is to rewrite the universal properties of limits (in particular unit and
product) and final coalgebras as an instance of (3) for a spécifie choice for out, F
and G.

The easier case is the case of final coalgebras - the so-called coinductive data-
types like stream [13]. The universal property of a final coalgebra out : FT<—T
is that, for each f : F A ^ A there exists an arrow [f] : T<— A such that for ail
h : T < - A ,

h = [ f j ==' out-H=FH- f." (4)

The arrow [f] is called an anamorphism [23].

This is clearly an instance of (3). Specifically, équation (4) expresses that out
is a final (F, Id)-dialgebra. That is to say, we can rewrite équation (4) as

H= [f] = out- Idh = Fh.f. (5)

or, equivalently,

(F, Id)DiAlg
h = [f 3 = H : out i f.

Next we consider limits. Let us recall the définition given by Mac Lane [21]. Given

catégories C and T>, the diagonal functor A : C'0 <—C sends each object A to the
constant functor A A - the functor which has the value A at each object in V
and the value idA at each arrow of T>. It sends each arrow f to the constant
natural transformation Af - the natural transformation which has the value f at
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each object in T>. A limit for a functor J : C<— T> consists of an object T of C
and a natural transformation out : J f- AT which is universal among natural
transformations f : J ^- AA for objects A of C. The universal property of out is
this: for any natural transformation tx : J f- AA there is a unique arrow t : T f— A
such that (Xi = outt • t for ail objects i in T).

It is not too difïicult to see that the limit in category C of the functor J \Ck—T>
is a final (Kj, A)-dialgebra, where Kj : Cv <— C is the functor which has the value
the functor J at each object A of C and the value the natural transformation idj
at each arrow of C. The unique arrow called t by Mac Lane is the arrow [a ] in
our notation. The type of out is J f1- AT, which is the same as KjT <— AT. Finally,
the universal property of t is the same as the property, for ail h, : T <— A

h = lot} = out • AK = Kjh • a, (6)

since (Ah)i =H and (Kjh)t = idjt for ail objects i in V.

It is common to call the category T> the shape category. A unit2 is the limit
of the empty functor, the unique functor with shape category the empty category
0. As is well known, the gênerai définition of a limit given above boils down in
the case of a unit to the existence of an object 1 satisfying the requirement that,
for all objects A of the category C, there is an arrow !A : 1 <—A such that, for all
arrows h : 1 <— A,

H = ! A . (7)

That is, for all objects A, !A is the unique object of type 11— A. In terms of final
dialgebras, out is idi, the identity arrow on 1, and équation (6) spécialises to, for
all h : 1 f- A

h=[f]. (8)

(This is because the implicit universal quantification in the équation

out • AH = Kjh • a

is a quantification over the empty set.) Thus [f]] is !A for each f : Af—A.

A product is the limit of a functor J : C f- 2 where 2 is the discrete category
with two objects. A functor J : C <— 2 is a pair of objects (A, B), each of which is
in C. The functor Kj is then the constant functor K(A,B) that has value the pair
(A,B) at each object and the identity function id(A,B) a^ each arrow. A natural
transformation out : J f- AT is a pair of arrows (outljOUtr) where outl : A<—T

2 The définition given here is the categorical one. We return later to the définition of a unit
in an allegory.
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and outr : B <— T. Object A x B is the product of A and B if for each f : A t— C and
G : B <— C there exists an arrow f ̂ g : A x B <— C such that for all h : A x B <— C,

H = fAg = o u t l h = f A outr-h = g. (9)

The operator A is called the split operator. (Sometimes it is also called the fork
operator.) In order to match équation (9) with équation (6) we define for f : A<— C
and g : B f- C, [f, 9j = fA9, and state the two équations of the rhs of équation
(9) as a single équation in C2, where C is the category under considération. That
is, we rewrite équation (9) as

h = [ f , g ] = ((outl-h),(outr.h)) = (f,g).

Equivalently, using the f act that composition in C2 is defined component wise and
writing AH for (h,h),

h= [ f , g j = (outl,outr)-AH=(f,g).

Collecting all the results, we have shown how the limit of functor J is a final
(Kj, A)-dialgebra, and a final F-coalgebra is a final (F, Id)-dialgebra. Dually the
colimit of functor J is an initial (A,Kj)-dialgebra, and an initial F-algebra is an
initial (Id,F)-dialgebra.

4. RELATIONAL FINAL DIALGEBRAS

In this section, we suggest a définition for a relational extension of final dial-
gebras and prove some of its properties. Thus, whereas in the last section the
context of our discussion was category theory, in this section it is allegory theory.

Note that, if V is a discrete category and C is an allegory, C0 is an allegory in
which the allegorical opérations (composition, converse, subset etc.) are defined
componentwise. Also A : C0 <— C is a relator (we leave the simple vérification to
the reader) and Kj is a relator for each functor J : C<^V. Thus, discrete limits in
a category C are final (F,G)-dialgebras where both F and G are relators, provided
that C is an allegory. Also, if C is an allegory then obviously the identity functor
on C is a relator. So if endofunctor F on C is a relator a final F-coalgebra is a final
(F,G)-dialgebra where, again, both F and G are relators.

Note, also, that local completeness of allegory C is the requirement that, for
each pair of objects A and B, the partially ordered set of arrows of type A<— B
is complete. This, by définition of completeness, is the requirement that, for
all discrete catégories P, the relator A : Cv (~C is a lower adjoint in a Galois
connection. The relator G is a lower adjoint in a Galois connection if, for ail
objects A and B and relation R:.GA<—GB, there is a relation G^RrA^B such
that, for ail relations X: Af-B,

GX C R = XC G*R.
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In the case of G = A : C7^ <— C the upper adjoint is the infimum operator of shape
V. For example, if T> = 2 then the upper adjoint is binary intersection. That is,

AXÇ (R,S) = X Ç RnS

where the ordering between AX and (R,S) is componentwise. In the gênerai case,
for each relation S : AA<—AB {Le. family of relations Si : A^B indexed by objects
i of T>) the infimum of S is the relation nS satisfying, for ail X: A^B,

AXÇ S = X Ç nSy

Le.

\/(i:ieV:XÇ St) = X Ç n S.

These two observations are the basis for our being able to discuss limits and
coalgebras simultaneously. From now on we consider final (FîG)-dialgebras where
both F and G are relators, and G is a lower adjoint in a Galois connection, with
upper adjoint G .̂ (Note: we do not assume that G" is a relator.)

In fact, the assumption that G is a lower adjoint is not strictly necessary until
Section 6, which is the first place that we assume the local completeness of the
allegory. Some of the results in earlier sections can, however, be made sharper if
we assume that the relator G is a lower adjoint. Thus, up until Section 6 we make
the assumption explicit in any results where it is used; in Section 6, on the other
hand, it is a global assumption.

The focus of the paper is the foilowing définition which we propose as the natural
extension of the categorical notion of a final dialgebra to an allegorical notion.

Définition 10. Assume that F and G are relators of the same type. Then
(T,out) is a relational final (F, G)-dialgebra iff out : FT<— GT is a simple (F,G)-
dialgebra and there is a mapping [_] defined on all (F, G)-dialgebras such that

:Tf-Aif R : FA«-GA, (11)

[out] = idT , and (12)

• [S] is the largest solution of the équation X:: GX Ç R° • FX • S. (13)

The mapping [_| we call the relational dianamorphism. Properties (12) and (13),
we call the reflection law and cancellation law, respectively. D

The key insight in this définition is property (13) which is a slight générali-
sation of the dual of the hylomorphism theorem for initial algebras (see e.g. [6]
Th. 6.2). What we have done here is to elevate it from being a theorem to being
a requirement.
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Our goal now is to provide évidence that this définition is indeed a natural
extension. The remainder of this.section is concerned with proving that a relational
final dialgebra is the categorical final dialgebra in the underlying map category.
Section 6 establishes a converse of this result. We begin with some simple lemmas.

First, it is useful to rest at e the property (13) as a pair of calculât ional rules.
These are, first [R]° • [S] is a solution of the given équation: for all R and S,

S, (14)

and, second, it is at least any other solution: for all X, R and S,

GXÇRO-FXS. (15)

Second, it is useful to combine the cancellation law (13) with the reflection law (12).
Straightforward calculation, with S instantiated to out and using the properties of
converse, gives the simplifications:

GfRj Çout°-F[R| .R, (16)

and

X C [ R j «= GX ç out° - FX • R. (17)

The properties (14) and (16) we call the computation rules, and properties (15)
and (17) we call the coinduction rules. As a simple application of these rules, we
show that the function [_] is monotonie.

{ (17)withX.R:=

Çout°-FfRj S

4= { (16) and transitivity of Ç }

out° • F[R] • R Ç out° • Ff R] . S

<̂= { monotonicity of composition}

RC S .
We remarked above that, in the cases we are particularly interested in, G is a lower
adjoint. With this assumption, the inclusion

GX Ç R° • FX • S

is equivalent to

X ç G*(R° • FX • S).
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So, if G is a lower adjoint with upper adjoint G1*, we have:

IL il * IL il ~^ v^A.r-^v o ^i\ * r / \ • ojj yxoj

and

= -v(Xi->G t l(out0 -FX • R)). (19)

ït is informative to instantiate F and G with the values we obtained for them when
discussing the product functor in Section 3.2. Thus, for G we take the doubling
relator A and for F we take K(A,B)- Then G** is the binary intersection operator.
(That is, Gtt(R,S) = RfiS.) Also, supposing that out(A)B) = (out'(A,B) >0Utr(A,B)),
we obtain that

= { (19), définitions of F, G$ and composition }

outr-RnoutrVS.

This is the standard définition of R^S, the extension to relations of the split oper-
ator disçussed in Section 3.2.

We now return to the gênerai case.

Lemma 20. [_] preserves simple relations and total relations. Hence [_])
preserves maps.

Proof. Let f : FA <— GA be simple. Then:

m • m° c idT

= { reflection: (12) }

{ coinduction (17) }

[ f ]°) Çout°-F( [ f3- [ f î ° ) .out

<= { G is a relator, computation (16); F is a relator }

out° • F [f] • f • f° • F|[f]° • out Ç out° • Ff f 3 • F[f]° • out

<̂= { monotonicity}

f-f°ÇidF A

= { f is simple}

true .

Let R : FA<- GA be total. That is, idGB Ç R° • R. Then:
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4= { coinductiori (15) }

GidA ç R° • FidA • R

= { F is a relator}

GidA Ç R°*R

= { G is a relator, R is total }

true .

D

Next we aim to prove that out is a map. The assumption is that out is simple so
we only have to prove that out is total.

Lemma 21. out is a total relation.

Proof. out° • out

= { reflection: (12) }

out° • F [out] • out

D { computation (16) }

G [out]

= { idGT = Gid-r, reflection: (12) }

idcT •
D

In the case that G is a lower adjoint we can prove a stronger statement than
Lemma 21, viz:

Lemma 22. If relator G is a lower adjoint with upper adjoint G*1 then G"
(out°-out) = id-r.

Proof. Fr om Lemma 21 we know, by monotonicity of G^ that

Gtf(out°-oiit) 2 GöidGT 2 idT.

So it suffices to prove the opposite inclusion.

Gö(out°-out) C idT

= { reflection: (12) }

Gö(out°-out) C [out]

<̂= { coinduction (17) }

G*(out° -out) C Gö(out° - FG"(out° -out) • out)
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4= { monotonicity}

idFT Q FGö(out°-out)

= { F is a relator, Lem. 21 }

true .

D
In the case of product, Lemma 22 is the property that

outl° • outl H outr° • outr = i

where (outl,outr) is a final (K(AB) >A) dialgebra. In the case of unit this is the
trivial property that idi° • idi = idi. In the case of F-coalgebras, G is the identity
relator, as is GK Thus in this case we get that out° -out = idy- This is half way
towards proving Lambek's Lemma [19], namely that if G is the identity relator
then out is an isomorphism. Here are the details of the remainder of the proof.

Lemma 23. If G is the identity relator then out° = [Fout].

Proof out°

= { I n préparation for using reflection,

we introducé the identity idj. Specifically,

since F is a functor, Fidy = idFT }

out° • FidT

= { reflection: (12) }

out°-F[out3

= { définition of dianamorphism}

out° • FT(X H-> out° • FX • out)

= { rolling rule, associativity of composition }

*v(X •-» out° • F(X • out))

= { F is a relator}

•v(X H-> out° • FX • Fout)

= { (19), Gtt is the identity fonction }

[Fout] .

•
Lemma 24. If G is the identity relator then out • out° — ie

Proof From Lemma 23 it follows that

out-out° = [Fout]0 • [Fout].
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We continue with the rhs:

[Foutf • [Fout]

= { cancellation: (18) }

-v(X H-> Fout° • FX • Fout)

= { F is a functor }

-v(X^F(out°-X-out))

= { rolling rule}

F^(X h-> out° • FX - out)

— { (19), Ĝ  is the identity function }

F[out3

— { reflection: (12), F is a functor }

idFT .
D

Note that Lemma 24 shows that the requirement that out is simple in Définition 10
is superfluous in the case that G is the identity relat or. It is straight for ward to
prove that out is simple in the case of product [1] but we know of no way of deriving
the property from the remaining requirements in the définition.

Corollary 25. If G is the identity relator then out is an isomorphism. Moreover,

out- [R] =F[R] • R. (26)

Proof, That out is an isomorphism is a combination of Lemmas 24 and 23. Prop-
erty (26) follows from (19) and the fact that out is an isomorphism. D

We conclude this section with a summarising theorem.

Theorém 27. A relational final dialgebra is the categorical final dialgebra in
the underlying map category. That is, for maps H and f, [f] is also a map and
satisfies the unique extension property

h = [f ] = out • GH = Fh • f.

Proof. out • Gh = Fh • f

= { all component s are maps, shunt ing }

Gh Ç out° • Fh • f

=^ { coinduction (17) }
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= { by Lem. 20 [f| is a map }

=$> { computation (16) }

Gh C out° • Fh • f

= { all components are maps, shunting }

out • Gh = FH • f .
Hence,

H = [f 3 = out • Gh = Fh • f .

D

5. PARAMETERIZED FINAL DATA STRUCTURES

The construction of (co)inductive type structures like List and Stream is now
well-understood. The gênerai procedure for constucting a coinductive type is to
take a binary relator, (g) say, fix one of its arguments, to say A (thus consider the
relat or (A®)), construct the final (A(E))-coalgebra, and finally abstract from A. In
this section we généralise this construction method to dialgebras, and show that,
with one and the same theorem, we can prove that coinductive types and product
are relator s.

Theorem 28. Suppose A, B and C are allégories. Suppose ® is a binary relator
of type B<^AxC and G is a relator of type H<—C. Suppose also that, for each
object A in A, outA : A® TA <— GTA is a relational final ((A®), G)-dialgebra.
Then, for relation R : A f- B in allegory A,

TR = [((A®), G); R®idTB • outB]

defines a relator^ T, of type C f - A

Proof. The monotonicity of T is obvious since it is defined as the functional com-
position of a number of functions ([-] , -&d and _-out) that are ail monotonie.
For commuting with converse, we calculate

(TR)° C T(R°)

<̂= { coinduction (17) }

G(TR)° ç out° • id®(TR)° • R°®id • out

= { converse, G and ® relators }

GTR C out° • R(g)TR • out

= { computation (16) }

true .
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Instantiating R := R° and taking converses, gives T(R°) C (TR)°. Hence (TR)° =
T(R°). The fact that T respects identities follows directly from the reflection law
(12).

Distribution over composition follows from the following so-called map fusion
rule3:

TR - [SJ = [R®id • S]

since

TR.TS

= { définition T}

TR - [S0id • out]

= { map fusion rule}

[R®id • S®id • out]

= { 0 functor }

[(R • S)®id • out]

— { définition T }

T(R.S).
The map fusion rule, we prove as follows. First, since TR = (T(R°))°, we have by
définition of T:

TR.[S] = [R°<g>id-outJ°

So TR • [S] is the largest solution of the équation

X:: GX Ç (R°®id-out)° • id®X • S.

Now [R®id • S] is the largest solution of the équation

X:: GX Ç out° • id®X • R<8)id * S.

3The use of "map" here has a different meaning to elsewhere in the paper. It alludes to the
"map" function on lists.
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But these two équations are identical since, for ail X and R,

(R°®id-out)° • id<g>X

= { distribution of converse over composition }

out° • (R°®id)° • id®X

= { converse distributes over binary relator ®, (R°)° = R }

out° • R®id - id<g)X

= { (g) is a binary functor }

out° • id(g>X • R(g>id .
Thus TR • [S] and [R0id • S] are the largest solutions of identical équations and
thus are equal. D

We call relators constructed as above coregular.

An elementary example of this theorem is obtained by denning ® to be the
projection relator Exl (that is, X®Y = X for both objects and arrows), G to be
the identity relator and outA to be idA- Then (A®) = KA and, for R :
(= A®B<-GB),

true

= { (25), G is the identity relator }

outA-[Rj =F[RJ .R

= { définitions of F and

Thus,

TR

= { définition of T }

[R(g)idTB • OUtB|

= { définitions of ® and

= { above}

R .
Thus the identity relator is coregular.

The product relator is also coregular. Again we take ® to be the projection
relator Exl but now on a product allegory. Thus (U,V)®(X,Y) = (U,V). For G
we take the doubling relator A. Thus ( (A,B)®) = K(A,B)

 a n d Gö is the binary
intersection operator. We showed earlier (see the discussion immediately following
(19)) that with this choice [R,S] = RAS = outl°-R n outr°*S. It thus follows
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that

T(R,S) = (R-outl)A(S.outi) = outl°-R-outl n outr°-S-outr

which is the standard définition of RxS, the extension of the product functor to
relations [1,6]. The map fusion theorem is the product-split fusion theorem:

RxS - T A U = ( R - T ) A ( S - U ) .

Having shown how the product relat or is constructed we can conelude with possibly
the best known example, namely streams. Taking the relator ® to be product,
the relator T constructed as above is Stream. That is, TA is the type of all infinité
séquences of A's and TR is a relation holding between two streams if and only
corresponding éléments of the two streams are related by R.

6, EXISTENCE OF RELATIONAL DIANAMORPHISMS

In the previous section we showed that the relational dianamorphism is an
extension of the dianamorphism on maps. In other words, if a relational final
dialgebra exists, then it is also a final dialgebra in the underlying map category.
In this section we show that, under some reasonable conditions on the allegory,
the other way around is also true.

The context in which our main theorem holds is as follows. We assume that C is
a locally complete, tabular allegory. We also assume that T> is a discrete category,
and F and G are relators of type C1^ f-C. We refer to C as "the allegory" and V as
"the shape category". (In the case of coalgebras T> is, of course, 1, the category
with exactly one object and one arrow.) Finally, we assume the axiom of choice,
viz. below each total relation there is a map. To be précise:

Ris total = 3(f: map f : fÇR) . (29)

For allegory Rel, the allegory of binary relations between sets, all of these assump-
tions hold.

The theorem we prove is that if there is a final (F,G)-dialgebra in the sub-
category of C formed by the maps then it is also relational according to Définition
10. For the unit and product this is already known: for a tabular allegory, the re-
lational extensions of unit and product exist precisely when unit and product exist
for the sub-category of maps. Our contribution is to show how this is proved for
dialgebras in gênerai, with particular instances limits and coalgebras. In summary
form, this is the theorem we are about to prove:

Theorem 30. If out : FT <— GT is a final dialgebra for the sub-category of maps
then out is a relational final dialgebra.
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The remainder of this section is devoted to proving this theorem. In order
to show that out is a relational final dialgebra, we have to define the relational
extension of [_], the dianamorphism operator on maps. In view of (16) and (17)
the only possible candidate is the function mapping relation R : FA<— GA to the
largest solution of the équation

X:: GX Ç out° - FX • R.

Let us dénote this function by [_]. Thus, by définition,

G[R] ç out° • F[R] • R, (31)

and

X Ç [R] «= GX C out° • FX • R. (32)

It is in order to guarantee the existence of the function [_] that we need to as-
sume that the allegory is locally complete, and G is a lower adjoint. If these two
assumptions hold then [R] is the greatest postfix point of the function mapping
relation X : T<—A to Git(out° • FX • R), which (by the well-known Knaster-Tarski
theorem) exists by virtue of the completeness of T<—A.

Let us now turn to the algebraic properties demanded of the function [_]. The
typing law (11) is clearly satisfied. We have to show that the reflection and the
cancellation laws ((12) and (13)) hold for the mapping [_]. We also have to show
that [_] extends f_J, i.e. the two fonctions coïncide when applied to maps. We start
with the reflection law. Because it proves useful in other contexts we introducé
the following définition:

Définition 33 (Bisimulation). Suppose k : FA<—GA is an (F,G)-dialgebra. A
relation R of type A <— A is a bisimulation of k if

GR C k° • FR • k.

D
This succinct (allegorical) définition of a bisimulation is, we believe, original to
this paper. In the following lemma, we show that it is nevertheless equivalent to
the (categorical) définition proposed by Aczel and Mendier [3]. (Note that our
définition généralises Aczel and Mendler's in two ways: the introduction of G, and
the extension of dialgebras from maps to arbitrary relations. The lemma assumes,
as they do, that the dialgebra is a map.)

Lemma 34. Suppose the map k : FA<—GA is an (F,G)-dialgebra. Suppose
also that (f :A<—C, g:Af—C) is a tabulation of relation R : A<—A. Then R is a
bisimulation of k if and only if there is a map h, : FC <— GC such that

k- Gf = Ff • h A k- Gg = Fg • h.
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Proof. The proof is by mutual implication. For the implication, assume that R is
a bisimulation of k. We try to calculate a candidate for h :

k • Gf = Ff • h A k • Gg = Fg • H

= { all component s are maps, shunt ing }

Ff° • k • Gf D H A Fg° • k • Gg D h

= { intersection}

Ff° • k- Gf n Fg° • k- Gg D h .

Thus, using axiom (29), h exists if the relation Ff°-out-Gf n Fg°-out-Gg is
total, Le, its right domain is idcc- This we prove as follows:

idGc Ç ( F f ° - k - G f n F g ° - k - G g ) >

= { id ç (PHQ)> = i d Ç P ° . Q }

idGc Ç Gf° • k° • Ff • Fg° • k - Gg

= { shunting and converse, F and G are relators }

G ( f - g ° ) Ç k° . F ( f - g ° ) - k

{ f - g ° = R }

GR ç k° • FR • k

= { Def. 33}

R is a bisimulation of k .

Note that the above argument uses axiom (29). However, we do not need this
axiom if we show that Ff° • out • Gf Pi Fg° • out • Gg is itself a map. We have al-
ready shown that it is total so it remains to show that it is simple. This f act is
proved assuming that the relator F preserves binary intersections in the following
calculât ion:

(Ff° • out • Gf n Fg° - out • Gg) • (Ff° • out - Gf n Fg° • out • Gg)°

Ç { converse, monotonicity }

Ff° • out • Gf • Gf° • out° • Ff n Fg° • out • Gg • Gg° • out° • Fg

Ç { out, Gf, G g are all simple }

Ff°•Ff n Fg°-Fg

= { F preserves binary intersections }

F ( f ° - f n g ° . g )

= { (f , g) is a tabulation: thus, f° • f n g° • g = idc }

Fidc .
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For the follows-from, we have to show that if such a map h exists then R is a
bisimulation of k. This is where we use the assumption that k is a map.

R is a bisimulation of k

= { définition of bisimulation}

GR Ç k° • FR • k

= { R = f • g°, F and G are relators }

Gf-Gg° ç k°-Ff-Fg°-k

= { k is a map, shunting }

k-Gf-Gg° C Ff-Fg°-k

<= { k • G f = Ff * K, monotonicity }

H-Gg° Ç F g ° k

= { shunting }

Fg-K Ç k-Gg

= { assumption}

true .
D

Instantiating R to out in (31) and (32), and comparing with Définition 33, we see
that [out] is the largest bisimulation of out. That is, by the computation rule (31),
[out] is a bisimulation of out and, by the coinduction rule (32), ail bisimulations
X of out satisfy X Ç [out]. Thus the next lemma has the well-known corollary
that every bisimulation of a final coalgebra is at most the identity relation on the
carrier set.

Lemma 35. [out] = idj.

Proof. The inclusion [out] D idy follows from the fact that idj is a bisimulation of
out:

idT Ç [out]

4= { (32) }

GidT Ç out° • FidT • out

= { F and G are functors, out is total }

true .
So we are left with [out] Ç idy. Let (f, g) be a tabulation of [out]. Then we have
to prove that f • g° Ç idT, or equivalently, f = g. Note that both f and g have the
type T<—C for some C. This suggests that we should use the unique extension
property for dianamorphisms to prove the equality of f and g. The key to doing so
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is Lemma 34. In f act, we prove the stronger result that if R is any bisimulation of
out and (f , g) is a tabulation of R then f and g are both equal to a dianamorphism
whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 34. Specincally, we have:

f-9° ÇidT

= { f and g are maps, shunt ing }

4= { calculus}

3(H : map h : f = [Hj = g)

= { unique extension property: Def. 2 (see also (3)) }

3(h : map h : out • Gf = Ff • h A out • Gg = Fg • h)

= { (f, g) is a tabulation of R, Lem. 34 }

R is a bisimulation of out.
D

Now we can show that [_] is an extension of [_J. That is,

Lemma 36. i For all maps f, [f] = [f].

Proof. The inclusion Ç follows from coinduction:

<= { définition [f], specifically (32) }

G[f IÇout° -F | f J -f

= { ail components are maps, shunt ing }

o u t - G [ f ] = F [ f ] -f

= { unique extension property: Def. 2 (see also (3)) }

true .

It follows from this inclusion that [f] is total. So equality follows if we show that
[f] is simple. The proof of this fact is the same as given in Lemma 20:

[f]-[f]° Ç idT

= { Lem. 35: idT = [out] }

[f]-[f]° Ç [out]

4= { coinduction: (32) }

G([f]-[f]°) Çout°.F([f].[f]°).out

= { F and G are relators }

G[f] • G[f]° Ç out° • F[f] • F[f]° • out
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<= { computation rule: (31),

monotonicity, and properties of converse }

out° • F[f] • f • f° • F[f]° • out Ç out° • F[f] • F[f]° - out

= { f is simple }

true .

D

Now, using axiom (29) we can prove that the mapping [_] preserves total relations.
The following obvious lemma is needed first, as well as later on.

Lemma 37.. The mapping [_] is monotonie.

Proof. Straightforward combination of (31, 32) and monotonieity of composition.
D

Lemma 38. The mapping [_] preserves total relations.

Proof. From axiom (29) it follows that for total relation R, there exists a map f
such that f Ç R. Thus,

I) { RDf , Lem. 37: [_] is monotonie }

[f\

= { Lem. 36: [„] is an extension of [_]. }

m-
Hence [R] contains a total map. So [R] is total. D

Finally, we prove the cancellation law for the mapping [_] :

Lemma 39. [R]° • [S] is the largest solution of the équation

X:: GX Ç R° • FX - S.

Proof. It is easy to see that [R]° • [S] is a solution of the given équation, since

G([R]°.[S]) ç R° • F([R]° • [S]) • S

<= { F and G relators, computation }

R° • F[R]° - out • out° • F[S] • S Ç R° • F[R]° • F[S] - S

= { out simple }

true .
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It remains to prove that it is at least any other solution.

Let (f, g) be a tabulation of some solution of the given équation. Then we have
to prove that f • g° Ç [R]° - [S]. We calculate:

f .g° ç [R]°-[S]

= { shunting}

idc Ç f°-[R]°-[S]-g

<̂= { claim: [Fh° • P • Gh] Ç [P] • h }

idc Ç [ F f ° - R - G f ] o . [ F g ° . S . G g ]

= { id Ç P°-Q = id Ç (PHQ)> }

idc Ç ([H° • R > Gf]n[Fg° • S • Gg])>

4= { by monotonicity Lem. 37: [PnQ] Ç [P]n[Q] }

idc Ç [Ff° • R • Gf HFg° . S - Gg]>

<£= { Lem. 38: [_] preserves total relations }

idc Ç (Ff° • R • Gf nFg° • S • Gg)>

= { id ç (PHQ)> = id ç P° • Q }

idc Ç (Ff° • R • Gf)° • Fg° • S • Gg

= { converse, shunting}

Gf • Gg° ç R° • Ff - Fg° • S

= { F and G relators }

G(f-g°) Ç R° • F(f-g°) -S

= { (f, g) is a tabulation of a solution of the given équation.

Thus, f • g° satisfies the équation. }

true.

The claim in the second step we verify by:

[Fh° • P • Gh] Ç [P] • h

= { shunting}

[Fh° • P • Gh] • H° ç [P]

4= { coinduction: (32) }

G([FH° • P • GH] • h°) Ç out° • F([Fh° • P • Gh] • h°) • P

= { F and G relators, shunting }

G[Fh° • P • Gh] C out° • F[Fh° • P • Gh] • Fh° • P • Gh
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= { computation: (31) }

true.

D
This concludes the proof of the main theorem.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper outlines the beginning of an attempt to smoothline the development
of generic programming. We have proposée! a unifying définition of the coregular
relators which encompasses both the coinductive relators like stream and the non-
coinductive relators. In addition we have proved that a dialgebra is final in the
underlying map category if and only if it is a relational final dialgebra in the
allegory itself.

There is much that needs to be done. Problems that are of particular interest
to us are whether it is possible to establish in one go that ail regular relators have
membership [12] and that any pair of (co)regular relators commute [10,11] rather
than resort to the cumbersome case analyses as we have done in the past.

We are grateful to the anonymous référée for several insightful suggestions.
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